
This packet is worth 120 points.  It is due when you take Test 3.  You will lose up to 12 pts every school day it is 
late up until you have lost 48pts. After this, I will accept it for a maximum of 72pts (assuming it’s complete) up 
until the end of this semester.  If you score poorly on this Packet, you can rework the parts you did not complete 
(in a different color) and turn it back in for up to a maximum of  90/120. The deadline for doing this rework is 
the date that we turn in the next Packet 3. 

      

😃

 Means the key will be posted on 
the Facebook Group before 7pm 3/11/18                       

Check these boxes ONLY if you have   included   the sheet in the packet   (organization pts deducted if false check)

       Check these boxes ONLY if you have   completed    the assignment  (organization pts deducted if false check) 

               WARNING: EVERY FALSE CHECK IN FIRST COLUMN IS UP TO A 5 PT DEDUCTION.  
                            EVERY FALSE CHECK IN THE SECOND COLUMN IS UP TO A 3 PT DEDUCTION.

Organization Deductions /Bonus Points:  -25  /  -21  /  -18  /  -15  /  -12  /  -9  /  -6  /  -3  /  + 0  /  +1  /  +3  

Breakdown of Organization Points:
The Good: 

😎

 (+3) Perfection! ;(+1)  Perfect organization/some points deducted ; (+0) Perfect organization/ minor check discrepancy

The Bad:    

🤢

(-3)-->(-6) One or two false checks or a missing paper ;  (-9) three false checks or two missing papers or some combo 

The Ugly:  

💩

 (-15) three or four  missing papers or big check problems or NO BOXES CHECKED     Up to (-25) total order chaos

   Packet 5: ____ /120  name____________________________________period___

Physics Packet 5 Organizer                     2/5 - 3/14/18 

               Points        Points
                  Order of Sheets         Deducted:   Possible:   

           Cover sheet ---->This Packet Organizer with name & period filled in ..........................   3 pts

⧠    ⧠        60pt Pkt 5 DIVISION TIME SHEET GOES AFTER   5.10
⧠  Graded 90pt Packet 5 TAKE HOME TEST (Part 1) This is a zero unless you turn it in.  

☠

⧠  Graded 60pt Packet 5 TAKE HOME TEST (Part 2) This is a zero unless you turn it in.  

☠

sheet #s must be on your 
papers or it’s  (-3/sheet)

⧠   ⧠  5.1    Introduction to 1D Momentum (Moving Inertia) ....................................................................15pts

⧠   ⧠  5.2    Inv-7: Expan  VB - 2D Constructing 2D Collisions .................................................................. 9pts

⧠   ⧠  5.3  2D Conservation of Momentum .................................................................................................. 15pts

⧠   ⧠  5.4     UA Gold Standard-- Part 3 ..........................................................................................................15pts

⧠   ⧠   5.5  Packet 5 Reading Questions   Check here if not graded yet:                   .................................   2pts

⧠   ⧠   5.6  Inv-6 Exploration - Loaded Carts      Duck Walker BONUS?   +12   .....................................  12pts     

⧠   ⧠   5.7   Hooke's Law  .................................................................................................................................    6pts    

⧠   ⧠   5.8   Inv-7 Epan I: Newton’s 1st and 2nd Law: Intro Ques and Probs ..........................................  14pts    

⧠   ⧠   5.9   Inv-7: Expan II  Intro to FBDs           (the front).........................................................................  16pts
     
⧠   ⧠  5.10  Inv-6: Expan  Part V   ΣF = ma;  Rockets          ........................................................................   13pts

😃 😃😃 😃😃 😃😃


